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Abstract

This paper studies the generation of intralingual closed cap-
tions from automatic speech transcripts, with the aim to assess
techniques for multi-genre captioning. Captions and subtitles
greatly vary in form and content depending on the programs
genres and subtitling styles, resulting for instance in signifi-
cantly different compression rates and lexical content. Borrow-
ing ideas from the multi-domain machine translation literature,
we implement and contrast several adaptation methods on a di-
verse set of programs broadcast on the French public TV. Our
results show that such multi-domain adaption techniques are ef-
fective and help to improve our automatic subtitling system.
Index Terms: Speech Transcription, Automatic Captioning,
Text Simplification

1. Introduction

Accessibility of video contents requires monolingual closed
captioning for the deaf and hard-of-hearing audience, which has
become a legal obligation for major TV channels in France (as
of 2011),1 as in many other countries. Closed captioning can
also be useful for online talks and educational video contents
and may also facilitate the comprehension of speech by lan-
guage learners. This general context has stimulated work aimed
at automating the generation of subtitles [1, 2, 3], a task that
is nowadays performed with large neural architectures trained
in a end-to-end fashion [4, 5]. Complete automation remains
difficult since closed captioning is subject to multiple prescrip-
tions related to the position on screen, the length of the text, its
size, color, and display duration, synchronization with speech,
etc. This means that TV captions significantly depart from au-
tomatic transcripts. A fully automated solution would thus not
only necessitate automatic speech recognition (ASR), but also
other processing modules such as text simplification, speaker
diarization and sound event detection.

We focus here solely on the text generation component for
same-language or intralingual captioning,2 and study ways to
better control and adapt captioning to the TV genres. For some
programs, closed captioning is performed in an online fashion;
while for pre-recorded contents, captioning is prepared offline,
which can induce different compression strategies. Using a
baseline architecture made of three main steps: ASR, caption
generation, and caption segmentation, we consider several ways
to make the second step dependent upon the program genre and
style. Using a Transformer model [6], our main contribution
is to experimentally assess the benefits of using of control tags
that are interleaved within the text and the use of adapted com-
pression ratios.

Our experiments with a diverse set of programs show that
tag-based genre adaptation strategies are effective in delivering

1It is now required for all public TV channels.
2Even though we borrow much from the Machine Translation do-

main, interlingual captioning is out of the scope of this study.

Table 1: Average Speech rate (SpR), Compression rate (CpR),

BLEU score and Flesch Reading Ease (FRE) for various TV

genres. Magazines contain a mixture of online and stock,

while the other genres only contain stock [s] or online [o]

types. SpR is the number of spoken words per hour; CpR is the

ratio between the number of words in the transcripts and in the

captions; BLEU compares the transcripts and the caption texts

(higher means more similar); FRE is a measure of textual com-

plexity aggregating sentence and word lengths in the captions

(higher means simpler).

Genre SpR CpR BLEU FRE

Cartoon [s] 6325 0.95 38.3 79.8
Documentary [s] 7770 0.86 52.7 79.1
Education [s] 10164 0.83 51.6 80.4
Quizzes [s] 8218 0.69 28.9 80.1
Series [s] 7198 0.86 33.3 81.5
Magazine [s/o] 11566 0.70 36.1 76.6
News [o] 10496 0.86 59.0 67.0
Politics [o] 12157 0.69 39.5 71.4

improved captions, and that further improvements can be ob-
tained through self-learning.

2. Motivations

2.1. Genres in TV shows

The automation of closed captioning is an early application of
automatic speech transcription and machine translation tech-
nologies [1, 2, 3] and progress in this area has been steady, ow-
ing to the improvement of the underlying technologies. While
initially developed as sophisticated pipelines, neural sequence-
to-sequence models have opened the prospect of integrated,
end-to-end training for these systems [4, 5]. Recent efforts have
mainly focused on subtitling internet content, such as talks and
classes. We explore here a much broader range of genres, con-
sidering the full spectrum of TV programs, from news bulletins
to fictions, documentary and games.

Owing to production constraints, professional captions are
either produced online or prepared offline. For subtitling live
content such as News or talk shows, with real-time constraints,
it is custom to use respeaking, speech-to-text technologies and
manual post-editing. For prepared content, the redaction of sub-
titles is less constrained, yielding a different captioning style.
Within each main style, other important differences subsist be-
tween genres (eg. games and magazines) and domains (eg. food
vs. health-oriented TV magazines).

These differences are reflected in Table 1 where we report
basic statistics regarding our training material, a representative
set of programs from the French public TV (more details in Sec-
tion 3.1). A first difference exist between online and stock
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(prepared) captioning styles: the former are more verbose, with
about 11.3K words/hour, while the average speech rate for lat-
ter is only about 9.6K. stock captions however yield a larger
number of sentences, that are also shorter (the average length
is 7.7 words vs. 12.7 words for online sentences), reflecting
again the well-prepared nature of these texts.

Table 1 also shows that differences in genres yield signif-
icant differences in speech and compression rates. Variations
in the BLEU score reflect both the fact that closed captions for
News are much closer to the transcripts than for Quizzes or Se-
ries and that the former are better recognized by the ASR.3 Un-
surprinsingly, the complexity metrics FRE clearly distinguishes
Quizzes and Series from Politics and Educational contents.

In this paper, we study ways to adapt caption generation
models and take these differences into account. Since the prob-
lem is analogous to building sequence-to-sequence models ro-
bust to variability in domains or styles, we propose to borrow
techniques from these related tasks.

2.2. Toward multi-genre captioning

Such issues have been notably addressed for Machine Trans-
lation (MT) applications, where a significant body of recent
work studies explore ways to simultaneously integrate pro-
cess texts from multiple domains [7, 8, 9] or languages (eg.
[10, 11, 10, 12]). As we view simplification (and also seg-
mentation) as a form of monolingual translation process [13],
aimed to convert the (noisy) verbatim speech transcript into a
simplified (and segmented) caption text, we are in a position to
reuse techniques originally proposed for multilingual or multi-
domain MT. In a nutshell, these techniques rely on three main
ingredients: (a) the use of domain / language tags that are in-
serted on the source side to generate adapted representations;
(b) the use of adversarial techniques aimed to neutralize dif-
ferences between genres; (c) specializations of subparts of the
neural network whose parameters are adapted to one domain.
In our experiments below, we use the former method, which
is much simpler to implement and also deliver strong results
across the board.

3. Methods

3.1. Training and test data

Our main material comprises of a variety TV shows of all gen-
res and styles (news bulletin, documentaries, games, entertain-
ment, magazines, fiction etc.) that was played on French public
TV between 2018 and 2020, accompanied with their closed cap-
tions. Alltogether, they represent 1.6K hours of videos, which
have been automatically transcribed by in house ASR system,
then aligned with the reference subtitle. Alignments are per-
formed at the level of speech segments recognized by the ASR,
which often correspond to several captions - more than four on
average in our data. This reflects best the test condition where
caption content and time alignment have to be automatically de-
rived from the transcripts. Basic statistics for this corpus are in
Table 2. This “parallel” corpus is the main training data for the
neural captioning systems described below; by analogy to ma-
chine translation, we refer to the transcripts as the source side,
and to the captions as the target side of this corpus.

A diverse subset of ≈ 10h has also been randomly selected
with no overlap with the training data and is used as our main

3For our test set, we observed WERs ranging between less than 10
and more than 40, depending on the program type.

Table 2: Statistics for the train and test corpora

Size Training Test

aligned pseudo

Hours (h) 1,620 1,276 9.6
Captions 1,625,105 1,186,250 8,840
Segments 410,545 286,080 2,189
Words (speech) 17,043,840 – 103,487
Words (caption) 12,199,060 8,843,879 68,195

test set. This test set has also been transcribed manually so as
to evaluate the impact of transcription errors on the final output.
We have finally used an additional set of 1.3K hours of subti-
tles to generate a pseudo-parallel corpus pairing actual captions
with pseudo transcripts. These were automatically computed in
a process mimicking back-translation in MT [14]. To this end,
we have trained a system “translating” written captions into fake
transcripts, that where then resegmented by merging consecu-
tive captions, thus simulating the regular training data. Apart
from its input and outputs, this system is identical to the base-
line Transformer detailed below.

3.2. Baseline captioning systems

Our baseline systems rely on our own reimplementation of the
encoder/decoder Transformer architecture [6] with the follow-
ing parameters: all representations have dimension dmodel =
256, with the feedforward sublayers having dimension dff =
1024; encoder and decoder contain 6 layers each, with h = 8
heads in each layer. Optimization is performed with Adam [15]
using (β1 = 0, 9, β2 = 0, 98, ǫ = 10−9). Following a warm-up
stage of 4 000 steps, we then trained all models until validation
loss did not increase for 5 epochs. During preprocessing, the
punctuated and capitalized ASR output is slightly adjusted by
removing obvious dysfluencies and filled pauses; both the tran-
scripts and associated reference captions are then tokenized and
further decomposed using a subword vocabulary of 16K units
computed with the Sentencepiece Toolkit [16].

In our baseline, a further post-processing step takes care
of segmenting the compressed text into a valid closed caption,
based on a handful of rules implementing the following con-
straints: a caption is made of one or two lines; each line contains
at most 36 characters,4 the duration of each caption is adapted
to ensure it stays on screen for a sufficient period of time.

3.3. Adapted Transformers

We explore two main strategies to better control and adapt the
level of compression and the segmentation of the automatic cap-
tioning system. The first one relies on length-controlled ver-
sions of the encoder/decoder architecture, where an additional
length constrainst is input to the decoder. Such extensions were
initially proposed for RNN architectures [17], then transposed
to the Transformer model in [18] and [4], which is our main
source of inspiration. It mainly consists in manipulating the po-
sitional encoding of the Transformer model by inputting either
information regarding the distance (in words) till the end of the
line, or a compression rate. More formally, recall that the base-
line Transformer encodes absolute token positions pos into a
vector of dmodel dimensions, where component i is:

4Based on the recommandation of the French regulation authorities.
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Automatic transcript and tag:

<stock><mag>1er invité écrire est-ce trahir, hé bien c’est la question que se pose également, Jean- Luc Coatalem lorsqu’il
cherche à briser le silence qui entoure la mort de son grand- père, un grand-père qui n’a pas connu, arrêté en 1943 puis déporté en
Allemagne et dont on a toujours refusé de parler dans une famille qui considère comme une trahison toute tentative d’explication
Jean- Luc. 1rst invitee is writing a treason, well this is the question also asked by, Jean-Luc Coatalem when he tries to break the
silence regarding is grand-father, a grand father whom he never knew, arrested in 1943 then deported to Germany and whom his
family has always refused to discuss, considering that any attempt for an explaination would be a treason Jean-Luc.
Reference caption:
Ecrire, est-ce trahir ?<p>C’est la question que se pose<br>J.-L. Coatalem.<p>Il cherche à briser le silence<br>qui entoure la
mort<p> de son grand-père, qu’ il n’a pas<br> connu, arrêté en 1943, puis déporté<p> en Allemagne.<p> On a toujours refusé
d’ en parler<br> dans sa famille.<p> On considère comme une trahison<br> toute tentative d’ explication.<p>Writing, is it a
treason?<p>This is the question asked by<br>J.-L. Coatalem.<p> He tries to break the silence<br>regarding the death<p>of his
grand-father, whom he did not<br>know, arrested in 1943, then deported<p>to Germany.<p>One has always refused to discuss
this<br>in his family.<p>One considers as a treason<br>any attempted explaination.<p>

Figure 1: A complete training instance, made of several captions, and associated input and output tags. <stock> for prepared subtitle,

<mag> for the ’magazine’ genre; <p> denotes end of a caption, <br> end of a line. Our own translation into English is in grey.

PE(pos,2i) = sin(pos/100002i/dmodel),

PE(pos,2i+1) = cos(pos/100002i/dmodel).

The LRPE and LDPE variants [18] instead respectively en-
code information regarding the total expected length l, or the
difference (in words) from the current word as:

LRPE(pos,l,2i) = sin(pos/l2i/dmodel),

LRPE(pos,l,2i+1) = cos(pos/l2i/dmodel),

LDPE(pos,l,2i) = sin((l − pos)/100002i/dmodel),

LDPE(pos,l,2i+1) = cos((l − pos)/100002i/dmodel).

In our experiments, we have adjusted the length require-
ments in LRPE and LDPE so as to generate sentences that
would either match a fixed or program-specific compression
rate r (in which case the expected length caption length l is
simply r times the input length), or to match a constant display
frequency f (in which case the expected length l is equal to the
total caption duration times f ). For these models, compression
rates apply at the speech segment level.

In addition, we explore a tag-based approach to generate
adapted closed captions: on the “source” (speech side), we in-
clude tags to denote the caption (online or stock) and/or the
program types, using the following categories: cartoon, docu-
mentary, education, magazine, news, politics, quiz and series.
Tag-based approach have been effectively used to better control
neural text generation in multiple studies: eg. to control domain,
politeness, style or output language [19, 20, 21]; even closer to
our work, [4] uses the same mechanism to control the output
length of subtitles. Following also [22], on the “target” side, we
insert caption and line boundaries in the training material, and
ask the captioning system to simultaneously generate the tex-
tual content and the segmentation marks. A complete training
instance with its tags is in Figure 1.

3.4. Using artificial transcripts

We also attempt to better exploit the wealth of available (untran-
scribed) reference captions. Following a common practice in
the Machine Translation community [14, 23] we generate artifi-
cial training examples through “back-translation” (BT). To this
end, we use our regular training data to learn a system turning

reference captions (including segmentation marks) into artificial
transcripts, thereby generating a training set of 286K lines. Note
that prior to back-translation, we randomly merge consecutive
captions into larger chunks, to better match our training mate-
rial. Using BT, we expect to (a) improve the quality of lexical
embeddings; (b) learn better distinctions between program and
caption styles with supplementary instances; (c) improve the
segmentation generation process, which will be given a much
larger set of reference, well segmented, captions.

3.5. Evaluation metrics

In our evaluation, we aim to measure multiple factors, each of
which accounts for a facet of subtitle quality. Regarding the
quality of the text, we use the BLEU score [24] with respect to
reference captions, as well as the SARI [13] metric, which not
only scores the similarity to the reference but also rewards di-
vergences (likely simplifications) from the input text.5 Another
measure of simplification is the Flesch Reading Ease (FRE) in-
dex (larger is simpler), adapted to French in [26].

To measure the satisfaction of length requirements, we
compute the percentage of deviant captions, ie. segments that
are either too long (CPL>36), or do not remain long enough on
screen6 (CPS>15). Finally, to evaluate the quality of segmen-
tation, we follow [27, 22] and use BLEU-br (a variant of the
BLEU metrics that also takes tags into account), as well as an
adapted version of the Translation Edit Rate (TER) [28], which
scores segmentation tags, but ignores words which are replaced
by a placeholder before running the evaluation.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Baseline systems

We first evaluate the baseline systems, reporting detailed scores
for all metrics in Table 3. First note that these averages mask
the variance of scores across programs types: for the BLEU-Br
metrics, they range from 22.8 (Talk show) to more than 44 (for
news and cooking magazine). Using clean transcripts yields
only a small gains for all metrics, suggesting that our system
somewhat learns to fix transcription errors better that it learns to
compress the input. Evaluating the system with reference cap-
tions and rule-based segmentations helps to realize the impact

5For both metrics, we use the implementation of [25].
6The reference is based on a frequency of 15 char/s.
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Table 3: Evaluation scores for averaged over programs. We also report scores obtained with clean transcripts and automatic segmen-

tations (∗), with reference captions and automatic segmentation (∗∗) and with reference captions and segmentations (∗∗∗).

Systems BLEU-br BLEU SARI FRE TER-br CPL CPL>36 CPS>15 CpR

Baselines

Transformer + rules 38.1 43.3 52.2 87.3 0.39 23.8 0.0 63.5 0.82
Transformer + rules∗ 40.7 45.8 50.2 87.8 0.37 23.5 0.0 48.3 0.72
Reference + rules∗∗ 73.1 100 100 88.0 0.13 22.9 0.0 31.0 0.69
Reference∗∗∗ 100 100 100 88.0 0.0 25.4 0.0 46.2 0.69

Length control, genre agnostic systems

+ tags 41.5 43.8 52.9 88.4 0.38 26.0 6.1 63.8 0.82
+ tags + BT 41.6 44.0 53.0 88.9 0.38 25.1 2.9 64.1 0.82
+ tags + LRPE (r = 0.75) 35.6 35.9 49.8 89.7 0.35 25.6 5.5 16.8 0.61
+ tags + LRPE (f = 14.5) 38.7 39.5 51.2 89.4 0.31 25.6 5.3 1.2 0.65
+ tags + LDPE (r = 0.75) 34.5 35.2 49.5 89.3 0.35 25.9 7.0 16.3 0.61
+ tags + LDPE (f = 14.5) 37.3 38.7 50.6 89.1 0.32 26.2 7.6 0.8 0.64

Length control, genre adapted systems

+ tags + genre 42.8 44.5 53.2 88.2 0.34 26.2 7.0 58.0 0.79
+ tags + BT + genre 42.4 44.6 53.4 88.6 0.37 25.7 3.3 62.1 0.81
+ tags + LRPE (r adapted) 34.9 35.6 49.7 89.7 0.34 25.5 5.5 12.2 0.59
+ tags + LRPE (f adapted) 39.9 40.9 51.5 89.3 0.31 25.6 5.3 10.8 0.67
+ tags + LRPE (f) + genre 41.2 42.2 52.2 89.2 0.31 25.4 5.6 13.9 0.68

of segmentation errors on the associated scores (BLEU-BR and
TER-Br). They also show that our segmentation rules are even
stricter than the manual segmentation, as they get better scores
on all related metrics (average segment length, average charac-
ter rate, % of segments that exceed the recommended character
rate). Finally, comparing reference FRE scores with the base-
line shows that our outputs texts have right level of complexity.

4.2. Length control

We now study the effect of length control for the two strategies
considered (LRDE, LRPE). Results are in Table 3 (middle part).
Inserting and predicting segmentation tags in the output text is
extremely beneficial on almost all accounts, with a notable in-
crease of the BLEU-Br and SARI scores. The only downfall is
an increase of the number of segments that exceed the 36 char
limit. Throwing in additional BT data provides a tiny additional
boost, and almost solves length related issues. Note that the ef-
fect of BT is very variable accross programs, with significant
gains and losses: this is because the distributions of genres in
the BT data is profitable for some (eg. News) and detrimental
for others. Using an explicit length control mechanism in the
decoder yields results that are worse than the baseline in terms
of content, with no clear winner between LRPE and LRDE. It
seems however that using the frame rate to compute the ex-
pected length is more effective than using a fixed compression
rate of 0.75. The former strategy has the merit to yield segment
that comply with the character rate constraints, while the latter
both generates segments that are on average too short, but still
often violates the 36 char limit.

4.3. Generating genre adapted subtitles

We finally study the effect of specializing the captioning system
with genre tags. Our results are in Table 3 (bottom). Includ-
ing caption and program type tags improves most of the scores,
with a significant variability between the programs in our test
set, confirming that the task is not as easy for all genres. As be-
fore, additional BT data does not help much in general, except

for a notable gain with respect to the CPL constraint. The adap-
tation of length control brings mixed results: giving an unique
compression rate for each genre does not improve over using
a fixed rate of 0.75. Yet, we see a relative gain when adapting
the compression level to the time constraint (LRPE f adapted) ,
which is probably closer to what human subtitlers do. However,
except for the respect of the CPS limit and the TER-br, length
control models underperform the simpler corresponding Trans-
former. Combining type tags with adapted length control helps
to narrow this gap, showing that the two sources of information
are not entirely redundant.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the generation of closed cap-
tions that depend on the program type and genre. Using tech-
niques borrowed from the multi-domain machine translation lit-
erature, we have proposed and evaluated several approaches to
condition the subtitle compression process on the program. Us-
ing these, as well as other standard techniques (BPEs, back-
translation), we were able to improve our baseline systems for
almost all metrics, with clear improvements in terms of seg-
mentation. In our future work, we intend to continue exploring
multi-genre adaptation techniques, notably the use of adapter
layers [29, 30]; another direction we wish to consider is to make
a better use of back-translated data. For this, we will need to be
more cautious in the design of the back-translated program mix
with respect to the test distribution of programs and genres.
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